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THE SKY IS THE LIMIT

FOR SMART INOVATION

Behind a diabetic foot sock, a mosquito repellent t-shirt, an anti-dust sheet or a bacterial 

medical gown is Smart Inovation, a Barcelos based startup who manufactures active 

particles that prevent diseases when incorporated in different kind of products. 

READ MORE

MFA IS BACK ON FC PORTO 

FOOTBALLERS’ FEET

After a short break, FC Porto players are once again 

wearing socks made by MFA-Manuel Fernandes 

Azevedo, one of the largest manufacturers in Western 

Europe. The group produces 25 millions socks a year and 

supplies brands like New Balance or Hummel, and a 

dozen clubs such as Liverpool, Athletic Bilbao or Celtic.

READ MORE
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ERT DOUBLES JOBS

IN JUST THREE YEARS 

From 2015 to the present date, ERT has doubled the 

number of jobs, according to a spokesman for the group 

who supplies textiles for the car industry. The group 

founded and led by João Brandão makes 100 million 

euros of sales/year and employs 700 workers. 

READ MORE

FOREIGN CUSTOMERS

LOVE PORTUGUESE TEXTILES 

The textile products are one of the commodities that 

foreign customers most appreciate in Portugal. The 

conclusion is from Económico weekly newspaper, which 

has published a ranking of the seven Portuguese 

products most loved by foreigners.  

READ MORE

JMA BUYS MORE STAUBI 

JACQUARD LOOMS

JMA will buy more Staubi jacquard looms, as part of the 

modernization effort that has already led this company 

to invest three millions euros last year. Part of 

Moretextile group, JMA is also renovating the lightning 

system, with the implementation of LED technology.

READ MORE

NORTENHA WANTS THE GOTS 

AND GRS CERTIFICATIONS

The Têxtil Nortenha has started the process to obtain the 

GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard) and GRS 

(Global Recycled Standard) certifications, which would 

enable it to provide to groups such as H&M. Meanwhile, 

the company’s renovation project is under way.

READ MORE

WE ARE ALIVE AND KICKING, 

HOWEVER…

"The difference between today and the 90s is that 

changes will take place at a much more dramatic pace 

and intensity. It will be the manager’s ability to identify 

those changes and their impact”, writes Miguel Pedrosa 

Rodrigues, Pedrosa & Rodrigues administrator.

READ MORE
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The future is uncertain. Heimtextil 19 broke yet another record in the number of 

exhibitors (3025 from 65 countries), but the number of professional visitors dropped from 

70 thousand to 67500. There were fewer people in the hallways of Messe Frankfurt, and 

the fingers on both hands aren’t enough to count the number of Portuguese companies who 

drew harsh criticism towards the fair’s new layout, which placed the heavy-weight of our 

home textile amidst mid and low-range Turkish and Egyptian manufacturers.

READ MORE

"Our goal is always the same:

keep the customers 

satisfied"

MIGUEL MENDES

A.Sampaio’s

Commercial Director

5%
of TMG Automotive’s 100 millions euros 

turnover is invested in R&D
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